To explore influences from drive current on the projectile launched speed, and the spacing and width of rails on the maximum value of current in the electromagnetic gun. The motion equation of plasma armature is analyzed by the Newton method. In this paper, considering armature motion subjected to plasma viscous drag and inertial drag, the optimization model between armature speed and drive current was built. The results showed that the projectile launched speed would get the maximum value when the drive current was the specific value. Moreover, the influences from spacing and width of rails on the maximum value of current and the projectile launched speed were proved. Therefore, the optimization model that was built by the Newton method research the electromagnetic railgun is of great significance. Keywords: Railgun, Plasma armature, Newton method, Driving current, Maximum of speed, Optimal calculation 1. Introduction The electromagnetic launcher makes use of ampere force to accelerate driving projectile, so far it has a century. With electromagnetic forces push projectile, the projectile can reach very high acceleration. Such as Dr. Richard Ashleigh and Dr. John Barber in the Australian national university used the generator and plasma armature to accelerate a carbonic acid projectile weighed 3g to 5.9km/s in 1978. The Su Rense.Livermore Nation Laboratory and the Lowes.Alamos Nation Laboratory, once have cooperated to accelerated a projectile weighed 2.2g to a supervelocity of 10km/s. Fluid Physics institute of the Chinese Engineering Academy had built the first electromagnetic rail launcher, which can accelerate the projectile weighted 0.34g to 16.8km/s. While the velocity of the conventional cannon is only 2km/s, which is so closed to the limitation of physics that the range is not possible to be farther. On the contrary, the thrust of the electromagnetic railgun is ten times bigger than that of the traditional launcher. The projectile can be accelerated to several kilometers or even to dozens of kilometers in one second, for it possesses huge kinetic energy which greatly enhances the range and power of the weapon (Liu Wen and Li Min, 2010). At present the studies about electromagnetic gun still continue, involving different areas of studying. About the model problem of the velocity of a projectile, Parker thinks speed of electromagnetic railgun relates to chamber wall ablation and increased plasma mass; Ray introduced the resisting force relates to speed from angle of motion resisting force. In this paper, combining with method of Parker and Ray, they put forward the forces and speed model of an armature movement, and by Newton method to optimize calculation.
forms of armatures used in electromagnetic railguns, including solid armature, plasma armature and composite armature, as shows in fig.1 . Solid armature is simple in design, has a very small ablation viscous force, low resistance. The heat consumption is mainly concentrated in the armature inside, the defect is that an armature quality is larger, the projectile velocity is low. The quality of plasma armature is lesser, and has good capability with the contact of rail under higher speed. So it can obtain higher speed. The defect is higher electrical resistance, can also appear second impedance under the effect of plasma instability and impedance wave power. This erodes orbit seriously and limits the capability of the projectile, but also easily under viscous force etc many kinds of factors influences. The compound armature uses the combination of above two kinds of the armature. The plasma armature exists in between solid armature and rail, it improved the contact capability of solid armature and rail. The defect is that the institution is more complex, speed is limited. In this paper, we mainly discuss the movement of plasma armature in orbit. When large current through, the armature was rapidly melted and vaporized in a very short time, and forming the plasma. The plasma armature in orbit under electromagnetic force influence, along with the armature current is increasing and time is continuing, the temperature of plasma is also increasing. This caused local melting and evaporation of rail inside and the materials of a projectile. Moreover, mixed with plasma area and formed so-called viscosity resistance v F . Some materials migrated to the armature, the quality of plasma armature is increased, formed inert resistance d F (Yang Yudong and Wang Jianxin, 2008) . 1) According to the electromagnetic theory, electromagnetic force can be expressed as follows:
Where L F is the driving force, E is the conservative energy of system, mainly distributes the magnetic energy of inductance for the orbit (Jiang Zhongqiu and Tang Chenglin, 2010) . L is inductance incremental, reflects inductance of unit length rail. L is the displacement of the armature movement.
2) The viscous resistance v F can be expressed as follows:
Where  is viscous factor, relate to armature, processing precision and smoothness of orbit. In conditions of higher precision and smoothness, 0.0125
; v is armature speed; a m is armature quality; d is spacing of rail; w is width of rail.
3) The inert resistance d F can be expressed as follows:
Armature quality a m can be obtained by the solution of (4):
Where is ablation coefficient, relates to speed, armature and material of orbit. Take it as a constant. For copper material, ( )
Where a m is quality of armature; p m is quality of projectile; a is acceleration of armature.
From Newton's law and kinematics formula, the armature instantaneous speed and displacement respectively can be derived. That is
From (1), (2), (7), (8) , we obtain a velocity equation of plasma armature:
Optimization Design

Model design
The motion equation of plasma armature gives spacing and width of the track, and the relationship between drive current and velocities of the armature. The optimization design of electromagnetic railgun makes use of Newton method, the object is that take different width and spacing of orbit as design variables. When the velocity of a projectile is maximum, we calculate the driving current and the speed of a projectile.
Based on motion equation (8) and (9), optimization design model of a railgun is as follows:
Where  is independent variable; v is the velocity of a projectile; I is driving current. x , precision 0 1.6384 10 I   . In this paper, the calculated parameters we chose are basically the same as Marshall experimental parameters. Moreover, spacing and width of orbit were increased (Asghar keshtkar and Toraj Maleki, 2009). Tab.1 shows spacing and width of track have important effect on launched speed of the projectile. Along with the spacing and width of orbit increasing, the launched speed of the projectile is a increasing trend. So we obtain a conclusion: increasing spacing and width of the track is a way to improve the speech of a projectile. When spacing and widths of the orbit are both increased, materials used to construct actual railguns are also increased. According to the practical application of guns, the date of spacing and width of the orbit is 0.1m . Another problem showed is that along with the spacing and width of track increasing, the current is an increasing trend. Fig.2 shows spacing and width of orbit have effect on the current. The result optimized with Newton method shows that first along with launched speed of the projectile increasing, the drive current is increasing(J. Mankowski,2007; Asghar Keshtkar,2009; Wang Zijian,2009 and Thomas G.Engel,2006) , and then is decreasing. Finally, launched speed would achieve a constant when driving current increases to a certain value. When driving current is maximum, launched speed of the projectile is also maximum. (Yang Yudong, 2010) So it is an affective method for improving the speed of a projectile to access to current reasonably.
Conclusions
(1) Based on the plasma armature resistance by the viscous resistance and inertia resistance, built the mathematical model includes some important variables such as armature speed, drive current, width and spacing of the orbit etc; (2) The optimization calculation brings from Newton method. When driving current Figure 1 . The conventional types of armature 
